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Aircraft technician air force

Finding a JobLearn About Being an Aircraft Mechanic in the Air forceBy Indeed Editorial TeamApril 1, 2021In the air force, skilled aircraft maintenance specialists take care of aircraft when pilots aren't flying them, maintaining and repairing aircraft to ensure they are ready to fly. Their role involves conducting quality assurance tests, supervising
crew chiefs and flights, and overseeing maintenance support operations. In this article, we discuss aircraft mechanics in the air force, the things they do, their training process and their qualifications to become an aircraft mechanic.What does an aircraft mechanic do?Aircraft mechanics provide aircraft repair and maintenance services to facilitate
safe flying. They ensure that all mechanical components of aircraft meet the safety and operational requirements. Other titles these professionals have can include aviation maintenance technicians and aircraft maintenance technicians.The typical duties of aircraft mechanics include:Routine inspection: Aircraft technicians inspect airplane systems in
an inspection process that includes carefully assessing aircraft's internal and external elements. These professionals conduct routine inspections to determine potential risks and ensure that an aircraft is well-examined and maintained, ready for long-distance and short-trip flight.Measuring and fitting aircraft parts: Mechanic in air force aviation use
gauge and other technical devices to examine the right parts to fit an aircraft. They also use technical equipment to measure engines, determine small amounts of corrosion and wear over time, and provide solutions to aircraft mechanical issues.Diagnosing operation issues: Another role of aircraft mechanic in the air force is to conducts tests to
determine the cause of problems in the aircraft's internal or external parts. They can run tests on safety equipment, engines, body, electrical systems and all other parts of an airplane.Interpreting manuals: Aircraft technicians learn about specific equipment and vehicles by studying instructional manuals and reading blueprints. The skills they possess
in interpreting manuals help them locate aircraft components with diagnosed problems and repair and maintain aircraft. They can also order specific parts of aircraft to fit in engines after troubleshooting problems.Completing repairs: When damage occurs, or something breaks on an aircraft, an aviation mechanic in the air force department removes
or repairs the part with damages and fits a replacement part. This task may involve heavy equipment to modify internal components or external parts of an airplane.Cleaning aircraft mechanical parts: Airplane mechanics in the air force improve the ongoing maintenance by cleaning components of an aircraft. They clean the aircraft parts to keep the
engine and body parts in the best condition possible and apply paint or oil in some parts to prevent corrosion, rusting and chemical buildup.Updating aircraft maintenance records: In the air force, aircraft technicians update and documenting all records involving maintenance, repairs and other mechanical activities. They also keep records of airplane
parts they install while replacing the damaged ones. They track all their roles when they complete each maintenance or repair and improve the aircraft's function. Keeping detailed records in the aviation sector is essential for creating safe environments for air force soldiers and other passengers who use them to fly to various and risky areas.
Mechanics in this field should also keep their working records to comply with aviation regulations.Coordinating aircraft maintenance plans: Aircraft mechanics in the air force performs production superintendents, flight chiefs, crew chief, reclamation, expeditor and maintenance support roles. They coordinate airplane maintenance plans and schedule
to meet the operational goals. These professionals supervise and helping in recovering and launching aircraft. They also review aircraft maintenance information summaries to understand productive effectiveness and new trends. As an aircraft mechanic in the air force, you can also perform employee management duties, supervisory functions and
aircraft crash recovery activities.Related: How To Start a Career as an Aircraft MechanicTraining for aircraft mechanics in the air forceAll individuals pursuing an aircraft mechanic career in the air force department must complete basic military training. This training includes classroom education, field training, and military subjects such as survival
skills, military customs, military life, physical training, and weapon training. Aircraft mechanics in this department undergo advanced training to prepare them to maintain airplane systems and parts. Those who want to join this training should have these attributes:Ability to use power and hand toolsInterest in work involving airplaneInterest in
technical engine jobsDuring the aircraft mechanic training in the air force field, students gain these skills:Dexterity: During training, aircraft mechanic students train to work with small and large airplane components while adjusting and assembling. They require physical dexterity and hand-to-eye coordination to maintain aircraft engines and body
parts accurately. They can use dexterity to operate large equipment and conduct successful maintenance on airplanes.Attention to details: aircraft mechanic training focuses on improving students' skills. They learn how to pay attention to details and perform successful operations while maintaining aircraft. They ensure they avoid even minimal
discrepancies that can cause problems to airplanes.Reading comprehension: They gain skills in reading and interpreting manuals, maintenance instructions and blueprints. Students in aircraft mechanic training learn to use reading comprehension to implement technical data correctly.Communication training: Communication and teamwork with
aviation engineers, other technicians, and pilots can help an aircraft mechanic succeed.Troubleshooting: Students in the air force join the aircraft mechanic course and learn to use logic to eliminate likely causes of airplanes' problems. Problem-solving, critical thinking, and troubleshooting are skills they gain in training to become successful aircraft
mechanics in the air force department.Related: A Guide To Being a Mechanic in the MilitaryQualifications for an aircraft mechanic in the air forceAircraft mechanics in the air force department can work to improve airplanes and aircraft in military camps. Working in this position requires specific qualifications, and there are ways to pursue this
career, including formal education and earning qualifications through work experience. Below are qualifications for becoming an aircraft in the air force:Earn a high school degreeOne of the basic requirements of joining the military and becoming an aircraft mechanic is high school education. Earn a GED or complete your high school diploma to
pursue an aircraft mechanic career. Consider taking elective courses related to the airplane mechanical industry. Taking courses in subjects including science, construction, engineering, maths and fabrication can help establish a strong educational basis for becoming a successful aircraft mechanic in the air force or other military departments.Attend
a technical schoolAttending a technical school having the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) accreditation can be the first process to meeting the aircraft mechanic qualifications. You'll take 400 hours in the Aviation Maintenance Technician School (AMTS) to complete aircraft mechanic basics and additional 750 hours of specialized power plant or
airframe lessons. Pursuing the A$P path requires you to take 750 hours each of airframe and power plant courses, totaling 1500 hours plus the initial 400 hours of completing basic training. It may take 18 to 24 months to undertake the AMTS programs.While studying in technical schools, students aspiring to become aircraft mechanics in the air force
learn about all the components and elements that combine to ensure an aircraft operates. The ATMS includes some subjects such as:Aircraft operationsHydraulicsElectricityTechnical drawingPhysicsTurbine enginesWeldingIgnition systemsFuel systemsAirframe inspectionHazard warning systemsDocumentation practicesAircraft
maintenanceCorrosion preventionPursuing a formal education in aircraft mechanics can be ideal for students who fancy learning in a well-structured environment. Students pursuing the ATMS course have training-related costs, including tuition and school fees they should pay to complete the training.Related: Best jobs in the MarinesSelect your
specialtyBefore you develop your mechanical qualification, ensure you choose the air force department as your specialty. Determine the aircraft or airplanes you want to work on upon completing your aircraft mechanic training. The FAA has two-sub specialties that aircraft mechanics can take to qualify to work for the air force department as an
airframe mechanic or power plant technician. Airframe mechanics engage in airplanes' overall construction and interface systems, while power plant technicians in the air force focus on repairing, constructing, and maintaining aircraft fuel systems and engines. Decide to pursue one specialty or get certified in both. Aircraft technicians with dual
certification are known as A$P mechanics and have extensive experience in their specialties.Study aircraft mechanic codes and handbooksAlongside gaining your mechanical knowledge of an aircraft technician, understand the FAA rules regulations. Understanding the FAA codes can help those aspiring to become aircraft mechanics to the
certification exam, and they can study aviation codes and FAA rules. Reviewing these education materials will ensure you apply the knowledge you gain in training in the air force department as a successful aircraft mechanic.Pass FAA certification examinationOnce you gain the necessary training through work experience or education, prepare for
the certification exam, which involves field assessment, written tests and oral interviews. FAA certification includes taking a general knowledge test with a maximum of 60 questions. Your specialty will determine if you take the power plant mechanic certification test or the airframe mechanic test. After taking a written examination, you'll complete a
practical test with an experienced examiner.Pursue inspection authorizationAfter you practice for three years as an aircraft mechanic in the air force, pursue Inspection Authorization (IA), the expert-level for an aircraft mechanic. AI aircraft technicians have the authorization to sign off significant repairs, operate their aircraft repair station and
complete aircraft inspection in the air force as mandated by the FAA. Aircraft mechanics can work and inspect airplanes in the air force if they get inspection authorization.Complete on-the-job trainingPursue on-the-job training as another way of qualifying to work in the air force as a reliable aircraft mechanic and get another certification through
work experience. You require spending at least 18 months in a professional environment such as the air force aviation industry to gain experience to operate in the aviation sector as a power plant or airframe aircraft mechanic. You can complete your on-the-job training experience and meet the qualifications to become an aircraft mechanic for the air
force through the military or civilian training program, but basic military training is necessary.
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